Abstract -We calculate the Casimir interaction of two freestanding graphene samples under uniaxial strain. Our approach fully takes retardation and dispersion into account and is based on quantum field theoretical expressions for conductivities in termsof the polarization operator. The force shows a rather weak dependence on the realistic values of strain, changing just by a few percent in its maximum as compared to the non-strained case.
Introduction. -The Casimir effect is an important tool for studying new materials [1] . Probably the best studied area is the Casimir interaction of graphene. The literature on this topic is already too large to be mentioned in a short paper like the present one, so that we again refer to the review [1] and to the mini-review [2] .
One of the interesting facets of the graphene properties is concerned with its mechanical deformations which called for active research in the recent years, see a comprehensive review [3] . In particular, the possibilities of the strain engineering were considered in [4] .
The van der Waals and Casimir interactions of the strained graphene layers were also considered. The van der Waals (non-retarded) interaction was computed in [5] . It was found that the force variation is rather small for the strain modulus within the elastic limits, but these variations become strong for an extremely large strain. The Casimir (i.e. fully retarded) interaction of two sheets of strained graphene was first calculated in [6] predicting once again quite a strong dependence of the interaction energy on the strain modulus already for moderate values of the strain. However, we have to disagree with these latter results, see Discussions.
We also like to mention a related calculation of the van der Waals force between an atom and strained graphene [7] .
In this letter we report the calculation of the Casimir interaction between free-standing strained graphene which shows that the presence of the strain is hardly of any practical significance giving effect of the order of 6% of the (a) E-mail: fialkovsky.i@ufabc.edu.br already quite small Casimir interaction between graphene samples.
We shall use the approach based on the polarization tensor and (some) Quantum Field Theory methods [8] [9] [10] . This approach fully takes into account the retardation as well as the momentum dependence of conductivities (dispersion). The main advantage of this approach is that it is consistent with the only experiment on the Casimir interaction of graphene [11] , as has been shown in Ref. [12] . This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we derive the polarization operator for strained graphene basing on the modifications of the graphene microscopical Hamiltonian due to the in-plane strain. In the third section we present the reflection coefficients for a planar anisotropic conducting surface. We conclude the letter with presenting our numerical results for the Casimir interaction energy and discussing its properties, as well as discrepancies with previous research.
Throughout this paper we shall use the following notations. Latin letters from the beginning of alphabet will correspond to the directions along the surface of graphene, a, b, c, . . . = 1, 2. The same directions plus the time coordinate will be denoted by indices from the middle of alphabet, i, j, k, l, . . . = 0, 1, 2. We shall use the natural units = c = 1.
Polarization tensor and conductivities. -As was demonstrated in [13, 14] , a uniform planar strain of the graphene surface leads to the following modified Dirac ac-tion for quasiparticles
where γ j are 2 + 1-dimensional 8 × 8 gamma matrices (a direct product of four 2 × 2 irreducable ones), A l is the electromagnetic potential, and
The matrix v ab can be interpreted as a tensorial Fermi velocity, see [14] 
that replaces the usual scalar Fermi velocity v F ≃ 1/300. For graphene, β ≃ 2. u ab is the strain tensor. Taking the direction of uniaxial uniform planar strain to have the angle θ with the x-direction, one gets [15] 
Here ǫ is the strain modulus that may reach 0.2 for elastic deformations. σ is the Poisson ratio. Possible values of σ are discussed in [16] . We take σ = 0.14. One can easily check, that conductivities and thus the Casimir energy are not sensitive to small variations of σ. At zero temperature, the polarization tensor for the Dirac theory (1) can be written as
whereŜ is the Greens' function of the Dirac operator / D = iρ j k γ k ∂ j , whileŜ 0 is the Greens' function of the same operator without rescaling / D 0 = iγ j ∂ j . By making the change of integration variables k → ρk one arrives at the identityΠ
This formula relates the polarization tensorΠ for the strained graphene to another polarization tensor, Π, which is calculated without strain and for the unit Fermi velocity. One can easily prove that the relation (5) holds (and has the form exactly as written above) also for a non-zero temperature and in the presence of a mass gap and of a chemical potential.
The expressions for Π ij can be found in Refs. [8] [9] [10] . One should remember to put v F = 1 is that expressions. Here we present a short summary.
Due to the symmetry properties, the parity-even part of the polarization tensor depends on two functions A and B of the momenta
where
In the medium rest reference frame u = (1, 0, 0). It is convenient to use other two independent functions, Π 00 and Π str = Π 11 + Π 22 .
The polarization tensor may be separated into a "vacuum" part Π (vac) corresponding to T = µ = 0 and the rest, denoted by ∆Π:
where xx stands for either 'str' or '00'. The Casimir energy is defined by the Lifshitz formula (see eq. (31) below) as an integral and a sum over Euclidean momenta. Therefore, we perform now the Wick rotation p 0 → p 4 = ip 0 and stay in Euclidean momentum space till the end of this section. Let us define
Then,
For the parts of the polarization tensor that depend on µ and T , we have [10] ∆Π 00 (p) =
= 8α
we have used the notation Q = p 2 − 2ip 4 κ,
is the distribution function. α is the fine structure constant. With our conventions α = p-2
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Note that (11)- (14) for the polarization tensor take into account all species of quasiparticles in graphene which consist of N = 4 copies of a 2-component fermion.
Other calculations of the optical conductivity of graphene were performed in [17] using, however, a different strain model and disregarding the spatial dispersion. The optical conductivity of graphene under some other geometrical distortions of the crystal lattice was considered in [18] (random lattice deformations) and in [19] (out-ofplane deformations).
Reflection coefficients. -Here we derive the reflection coefficients on the surface of graphene without specifying any particular form for the polarization tensor. For simplicity, we suppose that graphene is suspended in vacuum. Let the surface of graphene occupy the plane at the constant value of the coordinate x 3 = 0. The matching conditions for the electromagnetic potential A µ read [8] [
where the square brackets denote the discontinuity of corresponding function on the surface of graphene. µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 are space-time indices. By definition,Π µ3 = Π 3µ = 0. Due to the gauge invariance, the polarization tensor has to satisfy the transversality conditions p jΠ jk = 0 with p j being the momentum of electromagnetic field. Due to these conditions, one may express the temporal components ofΠ as
which together with the definition of conductivities σ ab [2] σ ab =Π ab ip 0 (18) permits to rewrite eventually the matching conditions (16) through the electric and magnetic fields and the conductivities:
[
We remark, that to derive these equations the gauge condition A 3 = 0 was useful. We have also assumed that the polarization tensor, and thus the conductivity, is symmetric, σ 12 = σ 21 .
Next, we have to define the scattering matrix. Our approach is most close to that of Ref. [20] . The scattering field is defined as
where index i, r stands for incident or reflected waves, respectively, and the vector components are 
The magnetic field is defined through the Maxwell equations,
The scattering problem is solved by a 4 × 4 matrix S in the following sense [20] is a dependent variable and can be excluded). This matrix can be further separated in 2 × 2 blocks:
After long but straightforward calculations we arrive at the following result 
while p 3 = + p 2 0 − p 2 1 − p 2 2 . We note here that the obtained expression for R is different from the Eq. (2) of [6] taken at ε = ε 0 = µ 0 = 1, see the discussion in the last section.
p-3 Casimir energy. -The Casimir free energy of two surfaces characterized by their reflection matrices R, and separated by distance a, is defined by the Lifshitz formula
which uses the Euclidean momenta. The polarization tensor (9)- (15) has already been written in this signature. One should not forget to Wick-rotate the reflection matrix R, Eq. (28). The notations (10) have been used. In addition, p 4 = 2πnT , where T is the temperature. For the case of zero temperature, one just needs to substitute the sum with an integral, T n → dp4 2π . Before proceeding with strained graphene layers, it is instructive to set a reference point and reproduce the Casimir interaction between unstrained pristine layers. Evaluation of the ratio of (31) at ǫ = 0 to the Casimir energy of two ideal metals, F 0 = −π 2 /720a 3 , both at zero temperature, shows
This value is close to but slightly lower then those obtained via the models of constant conductivity [22, 23] or in nonretarded calculations [24] , and coincides with results of [25] . Turning now to the main subject of our paper, we assume that the strain modulae on both graphene samples are equal. On one of the layers strain is directed along x 1 , while in the second one its direction forms an angle θ with x 1 . Then the whole Casimir energy (31) becomes a function of both the distance a, and of the angle θ, F = F (a, θ). The results of the numerical simulations of the latter are depicted at Fig. 1-3 .
We restrict ourselves to the values of strain modulus ǫ ≤ 0.2. Larger values cause non-elasticity of the deformation and various types of instabilities [26] [27] [28] . The analysis of Fig. 1-3 representing the results of our numerical simulation reveals that for the values of strain modulus ǫ ≤ 0.2 the variation the Casimir interaction between two strained (and otherwise free-standing) graphene samples does not reach more then 6.7% at its maximum at zero temperature and separation of 30nm. At the room temperature, T = 300K, the effect diminishes, but not that much, to about 5%. In all calculations we considered m = µ = 0, though for the purpose of numerical evaluation we gave them a very small value of 10 −8 eV. At larger separations the influence of strain is even less. The distance dependence of the strained Casimir energy is presented at Fig. 3 . As one can notice, the presence of the strain does change it, however only subtly at small separations, and vanishingly small at 100nm, or higher.
We do not observe any angle where the Casimir energy would be independent of the strain modulus in the interacting samples, contrary to observations of [6] .
Discussion. -First of all, let us estimate very roughly the effect of strain on the Casimir interaction of graphene layers. To this end, let us adopt the constant conductivity model and neglect any dispersion. Then, the Casimir interaction is proportional to the conductivity [23] . If the conductivity of unstrained graphene is diagonal with σ 11 = σ 22 := σ 0 , under the strain in the x 1 -direction with the modulus ǫ = 0.2 it changes as σ 11 ≃ 0.7σ 0 , σ 22 ≃ σ 0 /0.7. Consider the case of parallel strains in both samples. If we neglect any mixing between x 1 -and x 2 -polarizations, the contribution to the energy of the former is multiplied by a factor of 0.7, while of the latterdivided by the same factor. The overall effect is thus an enhancement of the Casimir energy by about 6.4%. This naive estimate is in a very good agreement with our exact calculations at T = 0, see Fig. 1 .
A detailed comparison between our results and those of non-retarded calculations of [5] is hardly possible. The models are too different and there is no clear way to identify the parameters. However, at a qualitative level there is no disagreement. The paper [5] predicted a rather small effect for moderate strain modulus that is maximal for par- allel strains in both samples, which is in an agreement with our findings. The anisotropy for which the enhancement of the van der Waals interaction of [5] becomes strong corresponds to the strain values of approximately ǫ = 0.8. We do not consider so high values of the strain modulus, for the reason that has been already explained above.
Although our methods are closer to those of the paper [6] , we disagree with the findings in that work. In particular, Ref. [6] claims very large variation of the Casimir energy already for moderate values of strain. The main difference in our approaches is that we took the dispersion into account, while [6] used a constant conductivity model. We also disagree with the expression for reflection coefficients in [6] , but cannot reliably trace back the source of this difference.
Finally, a comment on the strain model is in place. There is an expression for v ab in the literature [17, 29] that is different from (3). We use Eq. (3) since we find the arguments of [13, 14] more convincing. Though the use of the model [17, 29] would change the numerical values of the Casimir energy, it could not affect the overall smallness of the effect. * * * 
